In this paper, we present a methodology (and some concrete experiments) for the construction and use of corporate knowledge repositories. They can be defined as on-line, computer-based storehouses of expertise, knowledge, experience and documentation about particular aspects of a corporation. We consider here only the 'textual component' of corporate knowledge --i.e., all sorts of economically valuable, natural language documents like news stories, telex reports, internal documentation (memos, policy statements, reports and minutes), normative texts, intelligence messages, etc. In this case, the construction of effectively usable corporate knowledge repositories can be achieved with the translation of the original documents into some type of conceptual format. The 'metadocuments' obtained in this way can then be stored into a knowledge repository and, given their role of advanced document models, all the traditional functions of information retrieval, e.g., searching, retrieving and producing an answer (and other functions like intelligent navigation inside the repository) can be performed directly on them.
Introduction
Until now, the problem of dealing with the dispersed know-how that exists in a corporation ('corporate memory') has normally been dealt with as a problem of 'modelling', see KADS (Breuker and Wielinga 1989) , EM (Bubenko 1993) , etc. In this very sophisticated, cyclical and structured approach to KBS development, one of the main hypothesis --that which justifies the use of these sorts of methodologies as practical and industrial tools-concerns the possibility of detecting, within the global 'expert' behaviour of a corporation, a set of elementary tasks, independent from a particular application domain. Once the tasks have been discovered and formalised, they can be used to set up libraries of basic building blocks, to be reused for the description of a large number of intellectual processes in a company. This endeavour is really ambitious --which explains why so many studies in this domain limit themselves to a purely theoretical approach ~ and meets all sorts of practical problems, ranging from the difficulties in defining the building blocks in a really general way to the ambiguities concerning which aspects (the model or the code) of the blocks can really be reused.
In this paper, we suggest that a more modest, but less fuzzy and immediately useful, approach to the practical use of corporate memory (which should not be neglected), can be found in the (at least partially automated) construction and use of corporate knowledge repositories. They can be defined as on-line, computer-based storehouses of expertise, knowledge, experience and doomlentation about particular aspects of a given corporation. We will consider here only the 'textual component' of corporate knowledge --i.e., all sorts of economically valuable, natural language (NL) documents like news stories, telex reports, internal documentation (memos, policy statements, reports and minutes), normative texts, intelligence messages, etc. In this case, the construction of effective repositories can be achieved by the wanslation of the original documents into some type of advanced conceptual representation (semntic nets, frames, conceptual graphs, etc.) --this approach can also be interpreted as a sophisticated indexing or categorisar.ion technique. The 'metadocuments' obtained in this way can then be stored in a knowledge repository and, given their role of advanced document models, all the traditional functions of infotmafion retrieval, e.g., searching, retrieving and producing an answer and other functions like intelligent navigation inside the repository, can be executed directly on them.
In the following, we describe a prototypical system designed to exploit a knowledge repository of metadocuments t ha_t we have (partially) built up thanks to the aid of the European Commission (Esprit project NOMOS, P5330 and LRE project COBALT, P61011) and of the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS). A similar proposal is outlined, to some extent, in (Trigano 1994) , which also concerns a system for the processing of NL documents in a corporate knowledge context. Their approach, however, seems to be more conventional. Section 2 gives the general architecture of the prototype. In Section 3., we : i) introduce NKRL (Narrative Knowledge Representation Language), the conceptual language we use for the production of metadocuments ; ii) comment quickly on the f'wst of the two main blocks of the prototype, the acquisition sub-system. We examine the interrogation sub-system in more depth in Section 4 ; this sub-system exploits the canonical format of the metadocuments to implement some advanced search and retrieval applications.
2
A prototype for dealing with the textual component of corporate knowledge Fig. 1 gives a very general overview of the architectme of the system we propose. All the blocks shown in this figure have been implemented, at least in a preliwir~ry form, and tested ; however, the procedures concerning the selection and the activation of the high-level inference procedures, at the bottom, realised in a CNRS environment• are still not integrated in the existing prototype. This last, created mainly in a NOMOS/COBALT context, has been implemented in COMMON LISP. In NOMOS/COBALT, we have used as support platform an object-oriented environment : CRL (Carnegie Representation Language) in the NOMOS version, QSL (Quinary Semantic Language) in the COBALT version. Supposing the integrated system already exists, the original NL documents, on the left, pass through the NL processing modules which constitute the core of the acquisition sub-system. This sub-system executes, essentially, a conversion of the
